Unable to insert a wiki plugin

Status

 Closed

Subject

Unable to insert a wiki plugin

Version

14.x Regression

Category

- Regression
- Release Blocker

Feature

Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status

Fixed or Solved

Submitted by

luciash d' being []

Volunteered to solve

Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by

luciash d' being []

Rating

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (1) ²

Related-to

- ❥ Not possible to set a plugin using the help system

Description

When editing new wiki page (normal edit mode) and trying to insert a wiki plugin from the Help plugins icon it does nothing when finding the plugin you want and clicking the plugin icon.

Solution

Hopefully fixed (without breaking anything else?) in r54905

Importance

10 high

Priority

50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID

5613
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  Wednesday 01 April, 2015 19:09:54 GMT-0000
  by luciash d' being []
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Comments

  luciash d' being [] 02 Apr 15 20:03 GMT-0000
  Thanks for the fix jonny!
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